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A Survey on Various Security Issues and
Challenges to Secure Cloud Computing
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Abstract— Cloud computing has evolved as one of the
most powerful approach in the IT industry. It provides
so many advantages like minimum expense, great
performance, availability of resources, due to which it is
considered as revolution amongst organizations. In
cloud computing various resources are shared through
network in open environment so that the user can access
the information from anywhere, but there exist the
issues of security and privacy of user and its
information. It also provides a broad study on the issues
and challenges of security .Growth of cloud computing
is mainly decreased due to these concerns and
challenges. Even though there is secure Homomorphic
encryption there lays certain security issues and attacks
with it. This paper deals with the analysis of security
issues on cloud computing and finding counter
measures on those issues. The fundamental security
issues such as confidentiality, integrity, availability,
trust and audit and compliance is analyzed and the
impact on each characteristics of cloud computing as
well as the third party control has been examined.
Index Terms— Cloud Computing, Security Issues,
Homomorphic encryption, Counter measure.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud is defined as the computing based network on
internet. Cloud Computing is an emerging technology in
today’s world. According to the official NIST definition,
"cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort
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or service provider interaction." Cloud computing provides
the resources as well as services as per the need of
organization or people. It is mostly used for the storage
services to reduce the overhead of the hardware storage and
make resources remotely available on the internet. Data or
information has always been a major property for any
Organization or industry. People always try to save or hide
their information on secure places so that no one can access
them except them. The “Five essential Characteristics” of
cloud computing are:
1. Pooling of resources
2. Expansion or rapid elasticity
3. Broad network access
4. On-demand self service
5. Measured service
A public cloud is basically the internet, used by general
people. It is owned and managed by cloud provider. Public
cloud facilitates access to IT resources on a "pay as you go"
billing model. Examples of public clouds include Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), IBM’s Blue Cloud, Sun
Cloud, Google App Engine and Windows Azure Services
Platform [2]. Cloud computing is divided into different
types:
1. Private Cloud: Private cloud refers to a model of cloud
computing where IT services are provisioned over
Private IT infrastructure for the dedicated use of a
single organization. It provides flexibility, scalability,
provisioning, automation and monitoring to maintain
own data centre. Examples are Eucalyptus, Ubuntu
Enterprise Cloud, Amazon VPC, etc [2].
2. Hybrid Cloud: Hybrid cloud is a cloud computing
environment that uses a mix of on-premises, private
cloud and third-party, public cloud services with
orchestration between the two platforms. By using
a Hybrid approach, companies can maintain control of
an internally managed private cloud while relying on
the public cloud as needed [2].
3. Community Cloud - A community cloud is a cloud
service model that provides a cloud computing solution
to a limited number of individuals or organizations that
is governed, managed and secured commonly by all the
participating organizations or a third party managed
service provider [2].
According to survey, most of people use private cloud
services as it provides security, stability and redundancy.
Due to its cost private cloud is not suitable for large
organization, they can also thing of public cloud as it also
provides all the services but major concern security of
information of an organization.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Rachna Jain, Sushila Madan,Bindu Garg [1] in 2016,
"Homomorphic Framework to Ensure Data Security in
Cloud Environment", tells about the cryptographic
techniques that can be used as secure storage which can
help cloud computing at some extent also focuses on the
major disadvantage of secure storage that it cannot perform
processing on encrypted data, this problem is sort out using
homomorphic encryption as in homomorphic encryption
data is stored as cipher text and processing is performed on
this cipher text. So there is no risk of data exposure. The
proposed framework deals with the searching efficient data
so as to protect it from beginning to end i.e. from uploading
that data to cloud to obtaining the same data by the user.
Separate approach of Performance analysis has been carried
out.
Khalid el makkaoul ,Abdellah ezzati, Abderrahim beni
hssane [2] "Challenges of Using Homomorphic Encryption
to Secure Cloud Computing" IEEE@2015 presents the
operations and categories of Homomorphic Encryption and
also briefly explains about the challenges faced during
adoption of algorithm. To prevent the data exposure, a
homomorphic encryption performs the operations on
encrypted data without disclosing the secret key during
adoption of algorithm numerous challenges that may be
encountered are efficiency of system, robustness, delay of
processing server etc. In order to provide the solutions to
these challenges improved performance of Homomorphic
Encryption Systems is expected, that can be done using
intelligent multi-agent systems at Cloud processing servers.
The MAS (multi-agent systems) not only improve the
performance and quality of service but also helps in making
decisions when interacting with the external environment.
Prachi Garg ,Dr.Sandeep Goel,Dr.Avinash Sharma [3],
"Security Techniques for Cloud Computing Environment”,
describes the problem of data security has been investigated
it also highlights the existing security attacks on the basis of
Amazon EC2 cloud. The attacks on web applications such
as SQL injection attacks, Man-in-middle attack, Cross site
scripting attacks, the security attacks at network level such
as DNS attack, Sniffer attack and at application level such
as Denial of service attacks, Cookie poising, Backdoor
attacks etc has been discussed. It proposes a system using
two different protocols i.e. DES and AES and compared the
result to solve the above mentioned security issues.
Akshay Nayak, Sridhar.N.K, poornima.G.R, Dr.
Shivashankar [4], “Security Issues in Cloud Computing and
its Counter measure” May 19-20, 2017 describes various
security issues and the counter measures to resolve those
issues. It also discuss about the characteristics of cloud
computing how it is used in today’s world. It tells about
threats on confidentiality of data or information. This paper
proposed the “Threat Protection System Using
Self-Destructive Mechanism” for data security on cloud.
The paper had also explained the theoretical approaches of
all the threats related to cloud and their solutions. They had
done the comparison between different security measures
and their solution which will be effectively used.
Naim Ahmad [5], “Cloud Computing: Technology,
Security Issues and Solutions”, discussed about the Cloud
Security Issues, Multi-level Integrated Security, Service

Level Agreements (SLA) and Cloud Computing
Technology Framework. The paper proposed different
researches on cloud, its threats, its technology, challenges
and barriers to adopt the cloud computing technology for
storage. This paper deals with the two important categories
of issues on cloud such as traditional issues mostly on web
services and other concerned with the implementation of
technology such as Service level agreement ,cloud service
model ,cloud deployment model. This paper also study
about the multilevel integrated cloud security in contrast to
famous security-as-a-service concept.
Arti Ochani, Nilima Dongre [6] “Security Issues in Cloud
Computing”, International conference on I-SMAC (IoT in
Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud), 2017, proposed the
impacts of security on cloud computing and 3rd party
control has been examined on the fundamental issues on
security. It discusses the issues related to confidentiality,
integrity, availability, trust and audit and compliance. This
paper also gives brief introduction about the Homomorphic
encryption. Different issues related to the service model of
cloud are also discuses in this paper. It had also provided the
secure cloud computing model which helps in identification
of attacks and provides necessary requirements to overcome
from the issues.
Dr. Pradeep Kumar Sharma,Prof.(Dr) Prem Shankar
Kaushik, Prerna Agarwal, Payal Jain, Shivangi Agarwal,
Kamlesh Dixit [7], "Issue and challenges of Data Security
In a cloud computing Environment",discussed that with the
emergence of cloud computing, Security issues are also
increasing. Various attacks on cloud such as attack of an
unauthorized access or unwanted activity from outside and
inside of cloud can occur due to the storage facilities
provided by cloud. It has also incorporated many risks of
security such as confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and
non-repudiation. This paper discuss about the methods to
reduce such risks. It is mandatory to focus on the strategies
to make the cloud more secure and user friendly. Thus
Instead of focusing on how data is stored. It is much
beneficial for an organization to focus on its core business.
In order to make the cloud a secure window access for all
the employees, it is much important to provide flexibility,
scalability and a user friendly environment.
Dr.P.Dinadayalan1, S.Jegadeeswari2, Dr.D.Gnanambigai3
[8], “Data Security Issues in Cloud Environment and
Solutions”, World Congress on Computing and
Communication Technologies, IEEE, 2014.This paper tells
about the basic problem in cloud computing related to the
security and privacy of data. This paper discusses about the
data security issues and their security principles. It also
discuss about the need to secure data in cloud computing.
Paper tells about the recent researches about it and their
possible solution. Cloud technologies, if used appropriately,
can help to reduce cost, reduce management
responsibilities, increase agility and efficiency of
organizations [24].
DIAO Zhe, WANG Qinghong, SU Naizheng, ZHANG
Yuhan [9] , “Study on Data Security Policy Based On Cloud
Storage”, IESEE, 2017. This paper tells about the security
issues and related data security policies and how to
overcome that issues. In this security risk analysis is done
based on the users data stored in cloud. This paper had
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explained the study of different papers related to security
issues. It had also analyzed about Security Strategy of User
Data Storage in Cloud Storage.
E. Poornima’, N.Kasiviswanath’, C.Shoba Bindu,[10] ”Key
Security Issues and Existing Solutions in Cloud
Computing”, Indian journal Of Science and Technology
Vol10(19),DOI:10.17485/ijst/2017/V10i19/111016,May20
17.This paper offers a brief discussion about the cloud
computing and its service models. Also offers a broad
discussion about the key security issues and existing
solutions at service models of cloud and briefly explains
about the security attacks with regard to deployment model
and deals with identifying, analyzing, organizing and
managing them for security concerns. Major concern of this
paper focus on security barriers in adoption of Cloud
Computing because of three broad reasons i.e. loss of
control of data which is the biggest hurdle in Cloud, lack of
trust which is generated by the discern service levels. Thus
all three hurdles need to be cured to make the Cloud
applications more secure and reliable.

provides a wide survey of data and storage security
challenges, privacy preservation issues in cloud computing.
The security of data is concerned with integrity,
authentication, confidentiality which has been further
analyzed. The comparison table shows strength and
weakness of different approaches that has been studied.
Work on access control, data integrity and attribute based
encryption has been further analyzed in terms on data
security. Each of these works has been studied separately
providing detail knowledge about each category.
III. COMPARISON OF EXISTING WORK
A comparative study is shown in below table 1, which talks
about the techniques used, privacy, confidentiality,
integrity, access control, and storage security from 11
different research paper works by different authors [11].

S.Rajeswari, R.Kalaiselvi [11] “Survey of Data and Storage
Security in Cloud Computing”, IEEE 2017.This paper
Table 1: Comparison of Existing Works Based on Data Security in Cloud Computing
Authors

Method

Techniques

Privacy

Confidentiality

Integrity

Rachna Jain,
Sushila
Madan,Bindu
Garg

Homomorphic
Framework
to
Ensure
Data
Security in Cloud
Environment
Challenges
of
Using
Homomorphic
Encryption
to
Secure
Cloud
Computing
Security
Techniques
for
Cloud Computing
Environment
Security Issues in
Cloud Computing
and its Counter
measure

Homomorph
ic
Encryption

Yes

Yes

The
multi-agent
system
(MAS)

Yes

AES
and
DES
Encryption
Threat
Protection
System
Using
Self-Destruc
tive
Mechanism,
A
Highly
Effective
Security
Model using
OTP
with
help of SMS
Solutions
given
by
CSA
and
OWASP
Secure
Cloud

Khalid
el
makkaoul
,Abdellah
ezzati,
Abderrahim
beni hssane
Prachi Garg
,Dr.Sandeep
Goel,Dr.Avin
ash Sharma
Akshay
Nayak,
Sridhar.N.K,
poornima.G.R
Dr.Shivashan
kar

Naim Ahmad

Arti Ochani,
Nilima

Cloud Computing:
Technology,
Security
Issues
and Solutions
Security Issues in
Cloud Computing

No

Access
Control
No

Storage
Security
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
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Dongre

Prof.(Dr)
Pradeep
Kumar
Sharma,Prof.(
Dr)
Prem
Shankar
Kaushik,
Prerna
Agarwal,
Payal
Jain,
Shivangi
Agarwal,
Kamlesh
Dixit
Dr.P.Dinaday
alan1,S.Jegad
eeswari2,
Dr.D.Gnanam
bigai3
DIAO Zhe,
WANG
Qinghong, SU
Naizheng,
ZHANG
Yuhan

Issue
and
challenges of Data
Security In a cloud
computing
Environment

E.Poornima’,
N.Kasiviswan
ath

Key
Security
Issues
and
Existing Solutions
in
Cloud
Computing

S.Rajeswari,
R.kalaiselvi

Survey of Data
and
Storage
Security in Cloud
Computing

Computing
Model using
Virtual
Private
Network
(VPN) and
cloud
service
administrati
on
Homomorph
ic
Encryption,
Searchable/
structured
encryption,
Proofs
of
storage,
Server aided
secure
computation

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Data
Security
Issues in Cloud
Environment and
Solutions

Solutions
based
on
security
principles

Yes

No

No

No

No

Study on Data
Security
Policy
Based On Cloud
Storage

Approach
based on the
structural
characteristi
cs of cloud
Storage
system.
Local host
authenticatio
n
mechanism,
encryption
schemes etc
-

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

-

IV. HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION AND ITS
CHALLENGES IN CLOUD COMPUTING
The major obstacle over cloud is that confidential data will
be used by other enterprises [1]. For that obstacle to
overcome or for strengthen the confidentiality of data, we
use Homomorphic Encryption technique which is able to
perform operation on encrypted data without knowing the
secret key, so that data will never be clear neither during
transmission nor during processing. In this way it helps in
preserving confidentiality and invisibility of the data.
The principles of operations of homomorphic encryption
are as follows [19]:
1. Key generation: The client generates the public
key (pk) and the secret key (sk).

-

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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-

-

Encryption: The client encrypts the data with
encryption key. And sends the encrypted data and
public key to the cloud.
Storage: The encrypted data and public key are
stored in the cloud database.
Request: The client sends a request to the server to
perform operations on encrypted data.
Evaluation: The processing server processes the
request and performs the operations by the client.
Response: Cloud provider returns to the client the
processed result.
Decryption:
The client decrypts the returned
result, using secret key.
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A) Fully Homomorphic Encryption
Table 2: Comparison of fully Homomorphic schemes
SCHEME
S

ADD.
HOM
O

MIXE
D
HOMO

APPLICA
TION

No

MULT
I
HOM
O
No

EHES

Yes

AHEF

No

No

Yes

AHEE

No

No

Yes

Efficient
secure
message
transmissio
n in mobile
Ad hoc
Networks
Applied to
perform
various
calculation
s on
encrypted
data
Secure
multi-party
computatio
n,
electronic
voting and
mobile
cipher

For preserving the confidentiality of the storage, we adopt
Homomorphic Encryption technique. But while adopting
the Homomorphic Encryption technique, we may face
numerous challenges which can surely affect the
performance of the Homomorphic Encryption Systems.
A) Efficiency
For a system to be effective, must have the ability to
perform more than one type of operations but most
partial homomorphic encryption algorithms (RSA,
ElGamel, Paillier...) support only one type of operation
and as a result these algorithms are restricted from
being used in practical applications [19].
B) Robustness
Secondly the robustness can be a big challenge, as
robustness of Homomorphic Encryption systems
depends on size of encryption key, the large size of
public key makes the system too slow for practical use
[19].
C) Delay
The choice of the large-size of public key helps ensure
the robustness of Homomorphic Encryption systems,
on one hand; but on the other hand, they affect the size
of ciphertext, the encryption and decryption time, and
the data processing time [19].
V. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS HOMOMORPHIC
ENCRYPTION SCHEMES
B) Partially Homomorphic Encryption
Table 3: Comparison of Partially Homomorphic
schemes
SCHEME ADD.
MULTI. MIXED APPLICATION
HOMO HOMO HOMO
RSA
No
Yes
No
To secure
internet, Banking
&Credit card
transaction
ElGamel
No
Yes
No
In hybrid system
Paillier
Yes
No
No
e-voting systems
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig 1. HE Function[19]
We distinguish three categories of homomorphic
encryption, depending on the operations performed on the
data:
I. Partially Homomorphic Encryption (PHE) [19]: It
allows to perform only one operation on encrypted
data be it multiplication or addition.
II. Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SWHE) [19]:
It allows performing more than one operation, but a
limited number of multiplication and addition
operations.
III. Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [19]: This is a
cryptographic system that supports an unlimited
number of both additions and multiplications.

This paper covers overview of the cloud computing and
different security related to cloud. Cloud related security
issues and their measures are also discussed here. As we
know, cloud is tremendously growing technology and
everyone is shifting their organisation on to it so security
measures are essential components. This paper also discuss
about the Homomorphic encryption for security of cloud.
Paper also compares different security issues and their
counter measures. Literature survey of different security
issues and Homomorphic encryption had been explained
shortly in it. If the security issues are solved, more number
of people will used this widely developed technology
without any risk. This paper will help the applicant to
analysis the different issues on cloud and how to overcome
those issues and whether to use the cloud services or not.
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